
2020/Reg3Ma/0057/LCC Application
POOLE FARM, BARROW ROAD, QUORN, LEICESTERSHIRE, LE12 8EN.
JAK Notes on Application
Vaultafalteric Electric Units on Farm alongside the Soar within Quorn Parish Lands 

In principal I have no serious objection to the specific proposals on the farmland of Pool 
Farm.
However the LCC Letter dated 13 May 2020 sent to Charnwood BC Mr Bond required a reply 
by 4 June 2020. This seems a short time period for such a wide range application that has 
been in the making since before 2018. Especially as the applicant is not only covering lands 
the size of the centre of Quorn Village, but building on lands that are not owned by the 
applicant. Thus I assume that LCC & others have been in fairly detailed meetings with the 
applicant since 2018.
I note that Mr Bond has asked for an extension in time for comment in an email dated 
1.06.2020 and has had confirmation to this request.
I am not sure if this allows for Quorn Parish to ask for further information on the 
application. However if this is the case I outline my concerns that arise from the application 
as opposed to the application itself.
I assume that the power plant itself is fully within the Farm Land, none is outside the farm 
ownership.
Reason - around rivers and the like ownership of land is historically in contention with such 
descriptions as Open Land & Common Land, owned by others or Municipal Land etc. If in 
this case there was this land used then the Parish would want some recompense.
As the application includes construction on Council Land it would be important to the village 
to understand what arrangements this was under especially as it will affect future traffic 
flow around Farley Way and maybe others.
Within the application there is reference to 33KV cable/s traveling North & South through 
the site. All these cables will be, once constructed, under UKPN the national distribution 
networks. The cables North are understood, however the ones South travel south over the 
A6  by Wykes Close and then underground to a substation behind Turner Close.
Now I am not clear how many 33KV cables are proposed, but UKPN are able to install them 
under statutory rights. I will read the report that has been written, however I am unlikely to 
be able to decide on the implications of this and so raise them here.
1)  Why are the 33KV cables coming into Quorn? 
Question raised as once in Quorn the transformer will bring the voltage down to LV 
networks. Now Quorn village is already fed into this Substitution, so I assume that the 
Power into the network is sufficient to feed Quorn. The village plan for housing has been 
issued & approved. This has minimal increase in housing till 2034. So there would be no 
serious additional power requirements for 15-20 years. so why is there a proposal to install 
infrastructure that could potentially double the size of Quorn?

   

2)  This Power Proposal is in a flood zone with its implications. What requirements will be 
enforced on the final owner of the facility?
3)  The Power Proposal is alongside a river that has access & pathways for the public. it is 
assumed that all security to ensure existing paths have been kept and that users will always 
be kept safe from the plant.
3)  The Power Proposal is small to some already built in the area and does, at first glance, 
look too small to power efficiently into a 33KV system. Can we now assume that this 
application will be the limits to the areas allocated or is it the intention of others within LCC 
to develop this further as I am sure that the local parish communities would want to 
understand LCC future intentions as the proposals just issued are linked to CC & BC land and 
have been known by LCC for some years.


